MOESGÅRD AUTUMN LECTURE 2019

Keynote by Nick Shepherd


PROGRAMME
13.00-13.30: Introduction to the Department Research Programmes by Professor MSO Felix Riede and Associate Professor Cameron Warner

13.30-14.05: Keynote: The Politics and Poetics of Water in the Anthropocene: Cape Town’s “Day Zero” and the thinkability of climate change by Nick Shepherd, Associate Professor, Department of Archeology and Heritage Studies, Aarhus University

14.05-15.00: Q&A Session moderated by Felix Riede and Cameron Warner

15.15-17.00: Reception with a sparkly drink and a sweet treat in the cafeteria at Moesgaard Campus.

Friday Bar.

The event is open for all and part of the Master’s Intro Week 2019 at Moesgaard.